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Have you ever had a cool device, but you don’t know exactly how to use it?
That is what it’s like to have IT services, but no IT partner to guide you.
Having a strategic IT partner on your side opens a world of advantages. Not only
do you now have access to some of the best IT technologies for business, but
you also get the strategic minds to advise you on how to use them the right way.
Guidance towards better time management strategies, productive business
growth strategies, stronger internal communications plans, and valuable work-life
balance tips are a few of the advantages your strategic IT partners at our
company will bring to your business.
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Time is money. This may be a phrase that is overused, but it’s never been more
accurate. There’s no denying that today’s business world is fast-paced and
demanding. You can’t afford to waste any time. Did you know that 90% of
businesses that don’t have access to their data for at least seven days will go
out of business within a year? Or that the cost of a data outage is $9,000 a
minute? With stats like this in mind, it’s clear that time management strategies
are a necessity for businesses.
One of the smartest ways to implement time management strategies is through
your technology. That’s the whole purpose of technology is to make our lives
easier. Yes, it can get confusing and complicated, but at the end of the day,
every new invention that is introduced comes out with the purpose of solving a
problem and creating shortcuts.
How can your strategic IT partner assist in time management strategies? In lots
of ways! First, the act of outsourcing your IT to us to manage and maintain for
you is a huge amount of time that you regain immediately. With our proactive
services monitoring your network and systems 24/7 and our expert IT staff
dedicated to the health of your IT infrastructure, the chances of issues or
downtime is drastically reduced.

“90% of businesses that
don’t have access to their
data for at least seven
days will go out of
business within a year.”
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Remember how much time you used to waste whenever any IT complications
would come up? You’d look left and right for a solution, try various things, some
of which didn’t even work and were expensive and useless. With a strategic IT
partner, you gain a certified technical team that can be reached immediately to
not only maintain your technology but also to resolve issues when they do arise.
Take back that time to focus on more important matters, like your business and
its goals.
Second, we don’t provide just any IT
services - we provide smart IT
services that can be customized to
work for you and relieve you of
mundane, repetitive, timeconsuming
tasks. A recent report found that
managers were spending about two
days of the week on tasks that
weren’t core to their jobs, such as
scheduling and sending out emails.
That’s a lot of time. Through
automation, your technology can be
set up to perform tasks that include
anything from data entry, emailing,
forwarding, scheduling, reporting, and
more. These effective time
management strategies can
revolutionize the way you work - for
the better.
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Not only will your strategic IT partner provide you with time-saving strategies,
but we’ll also help you to use technology to drive business growth. How? Our IT
consultants are continually reviewing and researching the latest business
technology innovations and methodologies, and when we discover new ways to
improve processes, we share them.
Take a step back and look at how far the world of technology has come. Since
its introduction in 1995, the Internet has grown more and more important as a
means to communicate and conduct business. And when it comes to social
media, the number of active users is expected to grow to 2.55 billion by 2018.
In businesses, the frequency of technology use isn’t any less. Almost every
professional job requires the use of a computer, and it’s safe to say that you’re
probably reading this document right now on an Internet-connected device.
Technology-driven innovation is critical to business growth. Here’s an example
of how your strategic IT partner will help update your business to grow through
IT services and solutions.

Do More with the Cloud
There are many reasons why utilizing the cloud will benefit your business
growth strategies. The cloud takes care of so many things! When you choose to
store your data in the cloud, not only does it back your information up to a safe
location away from the dangers that could take hold of your local servers, but it
also allows for much greater flexibility.

“Technology-driven innovation is critical
to business growth.”
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Today, you can access your data from
virtually anywhere in the world as long as
you have an Internet connection. You’re no
longer held hostage by your desk.
This opens up the capability to effectively
work remotely (which has been proven to
make employees happier and more
productive), but it also saves costs by
making it easier to work with people halfway
across the world. You can provide Active
Directory managed credentials to log into
the applications and solutions you need, when you need them, and collaborate
in real-time with members of your team. Imagine how much you’ll be saving on
flights, cars, and hotels.
In this increasingly busy and fast-paced world, any IT that can help you work
more efficiently and improve your productivity to impact business growth should
be welcome.

“Outsourced global IT
services spending is expected
to reach $966 billion in 2017.”
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A Strong Managed IT Services Partnership
The health of your infrastructure and network security are critical components of a
strong business. We monitor your network and systems 24/7 to make sure it stays in
prime operating condition and proactively address problems before they have a
chance to interrupt your business.
Outsourced global IT services spending is expected to reach $966 billion in 2017.
With benefits such as cost-cutting tools, expert advice, a 24/7 helpdesk, time to do
what you want, a wide range of IT services, and more, are we really surprised? Having
a strategic IT partner like us will do wonders when it comes to updating and preparing
your business for growth.
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Continuing our list of ways a strategic IT partner can benefit your business
through technology, we can also help you create and implement a better and
more effective internal communications plan. Whether it be through VoIP, unified
communications, video conferencing software, automation of emails, and
scheduling, we’ll show you how to utilize your IT to improve internal
communications and workflow productively. Let’s focus on one of the largest
communication solutions businesses everywhere have been implementing:
Unified communications.
Unified communications (UC) isn’t a singular solution. Unified communications is
a term to explain the unification of various communication functions into a central
user interface. These functions can be instant messaging, web and video
conferencing, VoIP, and more. Here is a breakdown of the top UC tools:

79%

Audio conferencing

76%

Web conferencing

73%

IM/presence

Video conferencing

68%

Screen sharing

67%

Social collaboration
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You can imagine the benefits of having all of these services accessible from a
unified interface that provides a consistent user experience across multiple
devices. This will provide multiple ways to improve your internal
communications, primarily by increasing collaboration. With UC, you gain an
easy-to-use platform to communicate with employees, partners, and clients.
This, combined with the various communication options, such as instant
messaging, video conferencing, softphone capabilities, and file sharing,
delivers a better user experience that revolutionizes the way you collaborate
on documents or complex projects.
UC also allows for rapid business process integration and enabled real-time
presence. Similar to how the automation of manual tasks and project
management saves you time, real-time presence will save time by allowing
you to view the general availability of all other users and their specific
communication preferences. This makes scheduling a meeting or event
around your team’s availability so much easier and more efficient and
increases overall business productivity. In fact, organizations with deployed
UC solutions saved an average of 32 minutes a day because the staff was
able to reach each other on the first try.

“Whether it be through VoIP, unified
communications, video conferencing
software, automation of emails and
scheduling, we’ll show you how to
productively utilize your IT to improve
internal communications and workflow.”
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And the best part of this improved internal communications plan? It will save
you money. Not only are you saving money with a trusted, protected IT
partner that reduces your chances of dealing with broken IT and costly breakfix charges, but this option is also affordable. In fact, businesses that moved
to VoIP (available as a part of UC) lowered the cost of their local calls by
40%, and those with integrated voice and web conferencing services lowered
their expenses by 30%. Would your strategic IT partner ever recommend
anything to you that wasn’t to your advantage? We’ll fine-tune your internal
communications until it’s in the best shape it’s ever been in.
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Work Life Balance Tips for a
Better Work Life Balance
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Just think about your day-to-day life and how technology has helped you to
accomplish daily tasks. Do you have an app for taking quick notes that you can
reference later? Do you set up reminders so you never forget a significant event or
task? What about all of those alarms?
Same thing when it comes to work. Technology and all its assets are here to provide
shortcuts and make life easier for you. Here are a few work-life balance tips that
technology can help out with:

Utilize Mobility Features to Help You Be
More Flexible
Over the years, technology has become increasingly mobile. There are Wi- Fi access
points that allow employees to work anywhere in the office, cloud computing apps
that make remote access simpler, and devices like your smartphone that keep you
connected 24/7.

“Technology and all its assets are here
to provide shortcuts and make life
easier for you.”

With these advancements, if you need to work from home, no problem. Now, if you
get a minor cold that isn’t bad enough to require a day of rest, yet you still don’t think
you should go into the office and get everyone else sick, no worries! You can stay
connected from the comfort of your home through VPNs, UC features, mobile
business applications, or cloud solutions.
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Always Be Available - But Specify Just
for Emergencies
Our phones are fascinating devices. They keep us connected, which is both good
and bad. They can be good in the case of an emergency. For example, it’s your day
off, but there’s a whole fiasco happening at work with a very important client that
needs your immediate attention. Otherwise, this huge project you’ve been working
on for months will fall through. So, your team calls you in a panic and gets your
quick and clever assistance right then and there, saving the day.
This is a type of situation where it’s great to always be connected, but make sure
you set limits, otherwise, your work will become your life, and your work-life
balance would be completely uneven and suffocating at times.
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Just Enjoy It
Enjoy the advancements technology has
made! Whether it be through the Kindle
app that makes reading your favorite
novels easier, the Amazon app that
simplifies shopping, a workout app that
tracks your fitness activity, or an app that
helps you set up every detail of your next
family vacation. Enjoy the shortcuts that
technology provides! Not only will they
save you time, but it will also improve
your work-life balance by making things
more concise and efficient for you.

Our Partnership
Technology is the spine of most businesses today, with more and more
companies increasing their IT spend year after year. The quality of your
IT isn’t dependent on how much money you throw at it, however. You
need the right technology, customized for your business size, type,
industry, and goals. We will help you find the right blend of business
technologies - including products and services - so you’ll be set to
achieve security, flexibility, and business growth. Give us a shout today
to get started.
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